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Shoshana Kessock



Cultural Appropriation and

Larp

Larp designers often draw on cultural subjects not their own for the

sake of creating powerful game experiences, but run the risk of being

perceived as appropriating material in an insensitive manner. As the

larp community grows worldwide, designers must take a hard look at

the way they are incorporating appropriated material and why.

2013 was the year of cultural appropriation

discussions in the media.

Miley Cyrus twerked her way across the

stage and into headlines about appropriating black culture after her controversial

Video Music Awards performance. Fashion

designers from Paris to New York Fashion Week were slammed for incorporating

Native American and Asian designs into

their designs. Celebrities tweeted pictures

of themselves in blackface for Halloween costumes. Award-winning musician

Macklemore was criticized for succeeding

as a white hip-hop artist by appropriating

traditionally black music for his own gain.

Across all these mediums, discussions rage

about the right of creators to take inspiration and content from cultures other than

their own for the sake of their art. And

while the discussion goes on about whether

larp qualifies as art or not, there is a lot to

talk about in terms of cultural appropriation in larp creation.



Cultural appropriation is also a loaded topic. In the examples above, these artists interpreted their world and translated those

experiences into their work. Similarly,

larp designers turn the blank canvas of a

larpscript into a game loaded with whatever content they want to share with their

players. Yet in doing so, designers run the

risk of being criticized for appropriating

cultures other than their own for the sake

of emotional tourism and entertainment.

These charges are often made by those

outside the game not privy to the designer’s intentions or from players who come

in contact with game materials they find

distastefully rendered. A critical eye must

be cast at how cultural material is incorporated into larp design to diffuse charges

of privileged appropriation and cultural

insensitivity within our growing multinational community.
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Appropriation And The Cycle

of Larp Design

To understand why this issue is a problem, we have to explore what cultural

appropriation means. The term arose as

a way to recognize the borrowing of cultural materials of one culture by another,

implying an uneven cultural exchange in

which a dominant culture incorporates

items from minority groups. Cultural items

can include any item from a group’s way

of living, including “language, customs,

basic values, religion, core beliefs, and activities.” (Young 2005) The item becomes

assimilated into the dominant culture’s

narrative, stripped of its original context

and is instead reinterpreted from the view

of an outsider. An example of this would

be a non-Native American person wearing a traditional war bonnet as part of everyday fashion. The person in question is

not Native American and appropriated the

bonnet in their dress without recognizing

that, outside of being beautiful as a piece of

headgear, a war bonnet has great spiritual

and cultural significance. They disregard

the cultural context of the item and instead seek to use it in their own expression

without consideration for how that might

misrepresent the item’s meaning or how its

misuse might be taken by members of the

Native American community.

James O. Young in his book Cultural Appropriation and the Arts identified five

modes of cultural appropriation:

1.	 Object appropriation, such as when

a piece of art or historical relic native

to one culture is physically transferred

to another group. (Example: The collecting of ancient Egyptian relics by art

collectors for display in Western museums and galleries).

2.	 Content appropriation, the idea of an

artist taking wholesale an idea used in

a work of art by an artist of another culture. (Example: a musician sampling a

tribal song wholesale for inclusion into

their own modern music creation).
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3.	 Style appropriation, in which an artist lifts stylistic elements from another

culture to incorporate into their art.

(Example: the incorporation of jazz

music into mainstream music as a

style).

4.	 Motif appropriation, which is similar

to style appropriation, but differs in

that the artist only incorporates motifs expressed in another culture’s art

(Example: incorporating African tribal

motifs into a contemporary piece of art

of another style).

5.	 Subject appropriation, in which an

outside culture appropriates the identity or pieces of the identity of someone

from another culture to incorporate

into their work. (Example: Creating

a narrative from the first-person perspective of someone of a different culture). (Young 2010)

It should be safe to say that the issue of

object appropriation should not come up

in most larps --there isn’t actually a call to

sack real tombs-- and won’t therefore be

the focus of this essay. However, there is

room for discussing how larps can engage

in content, style, motif, and especially subject appropriation.

With the above broad definition of culture,

it is easy to see how many games can fall

into appropriating materials from other

cultures. Provided that the design team

and players are not from the culture they

are representing, nearly any materials taken from a minority group would be considered appropriated. The practices of the

Danish Landevejsridders or “road knight”

hobo culture were appropriated for the

2006 game The White Road. The world of

the LGBT community in New York during

the AIDs crisis in the 1980’s was appropriated for the much acclaimed game Just

A Little Lovin’. Yet these games used the

content to create the game worlds and experiences that made these games such profound successes in the Nordic larp scene.



It is important to note that the idea of cultural appropriation by its initial definition

is not inherently positive or negative. It is

simply the act of taking another’s cultural

artifact and utilizing it in another cultural

context. The idea however becomes a problem when considering that most appropriation is being done by dominant cultural

groups from a place of privilege, taking

pieces of culture from people whose ways

of life are often exoticized, romanticized or

stereotyped by outsiders. The experiences

of the culture being appropriated are not

taken into consideration; their cultural artifacts are cherry picked outside of context

for the needs of someone else’s expression.

People wear t-shirts emblazoned with the

face of Che Guaverra, often without realizing his historic significance as a Marxist

revolutionary or the cultural relevance he

has to the people of Argentina. To them, he

represents an idea divorced of his actual

context or is reduced even further to a simple fashion accessory. It’s that decontextualization that sparks debate about the harm

appropriation can cause and the insensitivity it represents to the native culture.

Though consumers who pick up a Che

Guaverra t-shirt can be criticized for their

consumption of appropriated materials,

it’s the artists and designers who take the

cultural artifacts for incorporation into

their work that receive the scrutiny. It is

the designer who chooses the material

and decides how it is being represented,

so the responsibility for considering how

their work represents someone else’s culture falls squarely on their shoulders. If

a work of art incorporates a motif from a

native culture or includes a style from another culture, the designer must be aware

that their work is then set in the context of

the original sampled culture. Further, their

work does not stand alone but exists as part

of the larger creative narrative of cultural

artifacts, recontextualized by their choice

of material. Returning to the Che example, the artist who puts Che on their t-shirt

must then understand that their statement

of revolutionary ideals also incorporates

everything Che embodied, as well as the

notion that there are those that might see



the use of their cultural icon in that way as

insensitive or offensive.

When a larp designer samples from other

cultures to create their game world, they

must understand that their work then is

contextualized by the history that comes

with the appropriated material. A designer may want to include Native Americans

in their Wild West game, but they must be

aware that their representation of Native

Americans comes with the weight of the

generations of misrepresentation and exploitation of Native Americans in media,

not to mention the history of Native American oppression by dominant white society.

This makes every design choice in relation to appropriated content a chance to

become precarious, or a chance to design

something respectful and well-handled.



Larp Appropriation as

Offensive, Harmful or

Unethical

To analyze how a larp handles its content,

we also have to consider what kind of questions are raised by appropriating said content for a game. Specifically, does the content actually harm others by its inclusion or

simply raise offense? To what end is offense

enough of a reason for the appropriation to

be an issue? And more specifically, is the

inclusion of appropriated cultural material

in a larp unethical? Let’s take a look at each

one by one.

First, we need to look at the difference between the terms harm and offense. Harm

is considered by legal definition a setback

in one’s interests; for example, should

someone be robbed or injured or their

pursuits be blocked in a serious way (Feinberg, 1985). Offense on the other hand is

a state of mind in which subject material

has made one feel unpleasant, outraged,

disgusted, or otherwise unsettled (Young,

2005). These two aren’t always differentiated in such clear-cut ways, as someone

can feel offended by the harm they’ve endured and can potentially be harmed by

being extremely offended. This state is
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called profound offense (Feinberg, 1985)

and is defined as different from regular offense in that it “is an offense to one’s moral

sensibilities” (Young, 2005) as opposed to

just distasteful. Something profoundly offensive is also considered such because it

is considered offensive even when not witnessed first-hand. A person swearing in a

synagogue might offend the sensibilities of

those present, but it does not insight the

profound offense that might occur should

someone enter said synagogue wearing a

swastika. That level of offense, when retold, creates a level of offense due to its

egregious nature that goes beyond garden

variety distaste.

To many, the notion of cultural appropriation provokes offense that strikes at the

heart of their moral sensibilities and therefore steps into the realm of profound offense. It is that profound offense that has to

be watched for when creating larp content.

Though games may push the boundaries

on people’s comfort levels and even lead to

issues of bleed that might provoke strong

psychological and emotional reactions

(Bowman, 2013), even distress, by and

large designers are not out to cause harm

when they design a game. If that is the

case, and the notion is to provide players

with a safe space in which to play, then the

idea that content included in a game could

create profound offense or even cross into

the realm of harm is potentially contrary

to that safe space principle. Not considering the harm that could be caused by game

content may then lead to ethical questions

about said game’s design.

However, games place players in discomforting mindsets for the sake of experiencing a meaningful roleplaying experience

all the time -- Nordic larp specifically is

known for this kind of deep, difficult play.

Does this automatically make them unethical? The answer comes in the opt-in that

players choose when they enter a game

(Järvelä, 2012). A player may opt out of

scenes or even entire games should they

feel their tolerance for the content has been

reached or that they have entered an unsafe

situation; the technique of cut and brake
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(Fatland, 2013) were created for such an

occasion. Yet should the content incorporated in a game give someone profound

offense, it pushes past the line again into

potential harm to a player. For the sake

of creating games as safe spaces, a game’s

players must be able to raise concerns with

the designer(s) about appropriated content

and any offense it may cause for the game

space to remain an ethical one.



The First-Person Audience and

External Criticism

Bringing the discussion back to larp design,

the question of appropriating cultures becomes potentially even more problematic

when you consider the question of the audience. Most art that is created is meant simply to be consumed; a painting is viewed,

a piece of music heard, or a narrative in a

book is read. Yet larp has the distinction of

being a game and art form that is participatory, in which players take the game design

and play it through, interpreting the setting and all its cultural data and incorporating it into their role-play performance.

The fact that the participants must interact

with whatever cultural items have been appropriated makes the player complicit in

any appropriation taking place. Because of

this participatory creation process, cultural

appropriation and representation therefore becomes a communal issue.

The performative co-creative nature of larp

also has a profound impact on where the

criticism of cultural appropriation comes

from. As has been discussed extensively

elsewhere, role-playing is a co-created form

that is aimed at the first person audience

and is not aimed at those viewing it from

the outside (Stenros and Montola 2011).

Because of the focus on the player-as-audience, documenting a larp is a difficult process that tries to capture the nuance, energy and context of the original performative

experience. It is often from those documentations, be they photos, video, player

stories or post-game designer reflections

that critics who did not participate in the

game will view appropriated material and



point out problematic representations and

potentially insensitive content.

A good example of this is the hip-hop inspired larp Afroasiatik. Run in a tranquil

zen garden in Aigle, Switzerland in 2013,

this five-hour long game drew heavily from

the French hip-hop scene that inspired the

game organizers to create an alternate history where the world’s powers developed

as decidedly non-western. As a result, the

three ruling powers -- the Afrochine Empire (a combination of Africa and China),

the Shogunato (Japan and NATO countries) and the Samurasta (a philosophical

group based on Rastafarian ideas) -- came

together to discuss their future through expressions of hip-hop music, dance, DJing

skills and graffiti creation. While the game

was considered an award-winning success,

earning it the 2013 Larp of the Year award

from the French larp blog Electro-GN.com,

it received criticism about its handling of

Asian and hip-hop culture from those on

the outside. Designer Thomas B. in turn

provided extensive design notes online to

explain to the public the choices behind

the controversial material in Afroasiatik,

including the choice to allow a player to

appear in blackface during the game (Be,

2013). However the video of game circulated online, viewed by those within the larp

community and without, provided the fuel

for charges leveled of racial and cultural

insensitivity. Despite whatever good intentions the game’s designers may have had

in the creation of Afroasiatik, a section of

the larp population the world over found

the appropriated content troubling and

worthy of critique. Though there is no documentation at present about whether any

of the players involved found the content

in any way problematic, this external criticism highlights that though larps may be,

as noted by Stenros and Montola (2011),

a first-person audience medium, there is

a community at large to which designers

may find themselves accountable.

The issue becomes further complicated

when we realize that what is considered

offensive to one group may not bear the

same offense to another (VanDeVeer,



1979). What might be considered a fair

and respectful treatment of an appropriated culture by one set of designers could

be considered insensitive by larpers elsewhere. This has become a particular point

of contention when talking about the ways

in which race is viewed in the United States

versus other countries, for example. The

United States has a history laden with slavery, racial discrimination and an embattled

drive towards civil rights that informs any

conversation that a larper from America

brings to the discourse on content. Similarly, larpers from across the world bring

their own country’s treatment of minority

cultures to the table in both their designs

and content conversations. This can cause

disagreement on what is or is not an offensive way to portray minority culture and

can cause further division. Yet while criticism is being pointed outwards by those

concerned about cultural appropriation,

it is important that those critiquing games

outside of their community also practice self-reflection about their own design

choices.

A good example is the American larp community. During the discussions on appropriation regarding the game Afroasiatik, it

was posited that Americans have a different level of sensitivity to appropriation that

they bring to the international scene due

to our own cultural history. Let it not be

said that American larpers aren’t turning

that critical eye inwards on itself, for example. Within the American larp community,

disagreements have raged about the ways

in which cultures have been appropriated

for our own games. For example, criticism

has been leveled against the almost obsession-level fascination with Asian culture

that pervades many American larps. Medieval fantasy games like Knight Realms offer

players a chance to play their game’s Asian

equivalent, the Khitanese, alongside Gypsies, who are described exactly like their

real-world counterparts, right down to the

role-play suggestion that “a Gypsy should

have a Romanian/Hungarian accent”

(Kimball, 2013). The fact that the term

gypsy is considered offensive to the Romani people and comes loaded with negative
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connotations put upon them by dominant

society earns criticism for inclusion in the

game, yet the race has been in the game as

such for years. Other games like Dystopia

Rising poke fun at the same stereotyping

in games by naming their post-apocalyptic

Asian fusion race Genjian, a take-off on the

Japanese term gaijin, or “outsider person”

(Pucci, 2013). Even the import of Nordic

games required some consideration for

appropriated content, such as when a trio

of ultra-conservative religious characters

were added to the US run of Mad About

the Boy (Bowman, 2012). Voices internal

to the American larp community such as

Peter Woodworth have called for players

and designers to rethink the ways they approach representing other cultures in their

games (2013).



A Question of Intent

If every choice when incorporating appropriated material into a design raises with

it all these complicated questions, then

perhaps the first question that should be

asked is why incorporate this material in

the first place. What is served by borrowing another culture’s material, or even an

entire culture, to create a role-playing experience? What is the designer’s intent?

There are a few intentions that can fuel a

design, such as education, exploration or

entertainment.

The first category is sometimes clear-cut,

as many larps that are designed for educational purposes clearly market themselves as education games, or edu-larps.

A designer with education in mind might

include culturally appropriated material

with the intent of sharing that culture’s

achievements or conveying accurate information about a culture with the players. A

good example of this is the week-long game

Ancient Mesopotamia run by the organization Seekers Unlimited (2013).

The second of these two categories is

games for exploration. Larpers come to

play games for different reasons, yet exploration of new experiences is often a

fundamental reason offered when asked
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about the appeal of the form. A designer

can choose to include appropriated content to allow players to explore what it’s

like to live among another culture, invoking deep meaning by including these cultural signifiers. This often falls into the

direct category of subjective appropriation

mentioned above, in which players utilize

the first person narrative of someone from

another group to tell their culture’s story.

A good example of exploration is the previously mentioned Danish Just A Little Lovin’ which allowed its players to explore the

fraught issues of death and love in the time

of AIDs.

Many games that incorporate education

and exploration are also created simply to

be enjoyed. Players come to larps to have

fun and therefore designers create games

for entertainment purposes. These games

incorporate other cultures to allow players to enjoy themselves and escape into

the roleplay for a little while, to experience something outside their normal lives.

While there is nothing wrong with that of

course, the inclusion of appropriated materials into a game that is purely for entertainment’s sake raises the most concern in

terms of sensitivity. The question could be

asked what makes living out the experiences of a minority group more fun for purely entertainment reasons then, say, living

within one’s own cultural narrative? Playing out a minority group’s narrative for fun

smacks of emotional tourism and romanticizing of the other that critics of appropriation have been railing about.

A simple test to check if a game is potentially appropriating for the sake of using

the exotic would be to rethink the design

and replace the minority cultural materials with something from the designer’s

own culture. Could the same design ends

be met and the same experience offered to

the players without the use of appropriated

material? If yes, then some thought should

be paid as to whether or not the game has

some problems with appropriation.

Almost as important however, is the question of clear and meaningful intent. Any



choice made in regards to appropriation,

just like any choice made in the design of

a larp, will affect every aspect of the game

play. How to handle cultural appropriation

could almost be another dial on the mixing desk of larp, with designers turning up

or down the dial depending on the intent

behind their design. Just like every other

choice, how to incorporate appropriated

material should be a conscious choice and

not one to be considered lightly.



How to Address Cultural

Appropriation

Considering what’s been said so far, does

that mean that appropriating cultural

items for the sake of game design should

be reconsidered altogether? If appropriation is a problem, it would seem prudent

for designers to shy away from representing other cultures in their games for fear

of causing offense. Yet as we have said,

appropriation itself is not necessarily inherently positive or negative; it is simply a

mode of cultural exchange that, due to the

imbalance of power involved is generally

considered negative. From here, we’ll talk

about why a designer might choose to use

appropriated material despite the potential

pitfalls, as well as how to do so without falling into issues of cultural insensitivity.

Young, when discussing the ethics of appropriation in art, weighs in by stating that

just because a piece of art incorporates appropriated material does not mean that it is

inherently problematic (Young, 2010). He

states that some works may have a positive

impact on their audience that potentially

outweighs the offense of appropriating the

material in the first place. If a piece of art

is received by an audience in a way that

can cause a positive impact, potentially

through meaningful interaction, something learned or gained by the audience,

or the culture appropriated being seen in a

positive light, then the potential damage of

the appropriation can be mitigated by the

good it has done. In a larp this ties directly

to the very reasons why cultural pieces are

appropriated and the question of intent we



discussed earlier in this paper. If a designer’s intent is to utilize that cultural material

to create a positive impact with their game,

such as allowing the players to get inside

the cultural space of another group for the

sake of understanding them further, then

the good they do can outweigh the difficulty of the appropriation.

For the good to outweigh the difficulty,

however, the designer must make sure that

the very act of using those cultural items

does not further disenfranchise the culture

they’re appropriating. They must take care

to not cause further offense by misrepresenting, stereotyping, or otherwise being

careless with another’s culture. For example, regardless of the good intentions a

designer might have about telling the story

of the plight of Aboriginal people in Australia, that good intent would be completely undone should the game mishandle the

representation in practice. In this case, to

come away without causing offense, a designer must be careful to make certain they

represent the appropriated culture with respect and consideration, and then execute

their material well.

Designers also have the added task of making sure their entire play community handles the material respectfully, from their

staff down to the players. A single player in

the game who comes to game and presents

an offensive cultural stereotype can undermine and even undo the organizer’s hard

work. An example of this was the game

Darfur Bingo presented at InterCon 2010.

The original game was intended to represent a well thought out diplomatic negotiation session. The session was marred however by several players attending in blackface to represent their characters, thereby

providing profound offense due to their

costume choice. This is why cultural appropriation in larps is a communal issue that

needs be discussed as fervently as any larp

theory or new technique. It is a social issue

that impacts both how larp goes forward as

part of the overall socially conscious game

design world, and how the larps may foster

safer spaces for those other minorities outside of the dominant cultural groups.
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A simple way to make sure that designs

are being created that speak to and not

about other cultures aside the dominant

ones is to design with members of said

cultures. The larp community is growing

across international boundaries, yet remains largely homogeneous in terms of

racial, religious or cultural representation

in many areas. Yet Nordic games are now

being played in other countries across the

globe, and are being seen through the eyes

of audiences with different cultural sensitivities. A quick way to make sure that the

game is doing due diligence in representing other cultures would simply be to bring

on members of said culture to design the

games. The joint Nordic-Palestinian game

Til Death Do Us Part is a perfect example

of a game that brought together designers

from the Peace and Freedom Youth Forum

and the larp group Fantasiforbundet to tell

the story of the wedding of a Palestinian

woman and a Norwegian man. The game

could have been designed by an entirely

Nordic larp team, but in designing together

with Palestinian designers, the designers

brought an authentic insider voice to the

game as well as helped foster expansion of

the larp community. This game stands as a

testament to the notion that when in doubt

as a designer, check with the group being

represented for their input and critique on

the work being done when possible.

Some questions then to consider when designing a game which appropriates material:

1.	 What cultural items have you included

in your game from outside your experience?

2.	 How is that material represented? Additionally, are you doing due diligence

to make sure your presentation of said

material isn’t stereotypical or insensitive to the appropriated culture?

3.	 From whose perspective have you researched/considered that material?

If the answer is only from your own,

have you considered engaging someone from the appropriated culture as a
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co-designer or at least consultant?

4.	 What sources have you used to research said cultural material? Were

they primary sources, second-hand accounts, or just literary/film/television

representation of said culture?

5.	 What is your intent in using this

material? Could the same story be told

from within your own cultural experience? If so, what does bringing another’s culture into your design do to

enhance your game?

6.	 What is your gaming intending to do educate, explore or entertain?

7.	 Are you considering the ways in which

your players might interpret the material in your game for their own performance? Could there be a way for you

to help your players understand the

material better so their own portrayal

isn’t stereotypical or insensitive?

8.	 Have you presented your material to

someone outside of your game design

circle for critique? Consider presenting said material to someone outside

of your cultural circle, even someone

with an international perspective.



Conclusion

With the expansion of the Nordic larp and

indeed the worldwide larp community as a

whole, the representation of non-dominant

cultures cannot remain an undiscussed

and unconsidered part of game design any

longer. Where small conversations have

occurred over the years by those concerned

with political correctness or cultural sensitivity, the time for the discourse about

appropriation is now. We benefit as a community by having these conversations so

designers will consider not only how they

are sampling other cultures but how, creating deeper portrayals of characters and

material.

For the larp community to grow as a diverse space with room for every kind of



voice, we must make cultural awareness a

fundamental design choice in the creation

of every larp as fundamental as what meta

techniques are used or what workshops to

include. The solution doesn’t always have

to come from within as well; there is a

host of resources in the artistic community outside of larp that have been tackling

this problem, from thinkers like James O.

Young to bloggers from within communities calling out appropriation where it can

be found. We only need as larp designers to

recognize the particular uniqueness of our

game form and adapt our rules to incorporate this new sensitivity.

Moreover, to grow as a game community

we must be aware of how our games are

viewed from the outside and consider how

appropriation in our games damages the

reputation of the form if seen as frivolous

or offensive. Larp is on the rise and we as

members of the community can hold ourselves accountable to present our best inclusive foot forward to the rest of the world

and among one another. To ignore this issue or label it an internal issue to each part

of the larp community is to create further

division based on supposed differences in

cultural sensitivity. The issue of cultural

appropriation is not based on a particular

country’s history with diversity, but an international game design problem that must

be considered a fundamental basic in the

creation of games going forward.
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